
INTRODUCTION

“NITI Aayog” (National Institution for

Transforming India Aayog) is a new institution, which

has been recently established by the Union Government

of India on 1st January 2015 as a replacement of ‘Planning

Commission’. The Prime Minister of India serves as the

Ex-officio Chairman of NITI Aayog. The first meeting

of ‘NITI Aayog’ held on 8th February 2015 was presided

over by the PM Shri Narendra Modi. Unlike Planning

Commission, the NITI Aayog does not have power to

distribute the funds of Central Government to State

Governments, and funds are now allocated by the Indian

Union Finance Ministry. The preferred working agenda

of NITI Aayog are: raising and strengthening of the poor,
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diminished and exploited people who have continuously

faced their identity-based inequality because of gender,

region, religion, caste and class, etc. in India, as a whole

(NITI Aayog, 2019; NITI Aayog Annual Report, 2017

& 2020; Pandey and Shukla, 2022 a, b & c; Wikipedia,

2022; www.nitiaayog.com, 2022).

Chakrabarty and Chand (2016) and Pandey and

Shukla (2022b) stated that NITI Aayog is based on the

seven ‘pillars’ to provide effective governance, which

in include: Pro-People, Pro-Activity, Participation,

Empowerment, Inclusion of all, Equality and

Transparency.

In NITI Aayog, the role of public policy is very

important, or in other words, NITI Aayog and public policy
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are spontaneously correlated. ‘Public Policy’ in fact, is

a peculiar device that ‘expresses the meaningful social

problems and their solutions’. Basically, this is an

appliance to direct the social actions and programmes

according to already determined goals. During formulation

of Indian public policy, the policy makers must be cautious

to the people of India for their interests, rights, justice,

equality and efficiency. These are essential motives as

the decision makers may not be able to ignore these,

because they have basic values of political democracy

(Chakrabarty and Chand, 2016; Dye, 2017; Pandey and

Shukla, 2022 a, b & c).

Aims and Role of NITI Aayog:

NITI Aayog is a Government of India policy ‘think

tank’ that aims ‘to foster involvement and participation

in the economic policy making process by the State

Governments of India’. NITI Aayog provides a critical

directional and strategic input for the developmental

process of India. Indeed, it focuses on the ‘cooperative

federalism’ the country (NITI Aayog Annual Report,

2017 & 2020; Pandey and Shukla, 2022 a, b & c;

Wikipedia, 2022; www.nitiaayog.com, 2022).

NITI Aayog promotes and authorizes the demanding

necessity for good governance, which is people-centric,

participative, collaborative, transparent and policy-driven.

This is an activator and communicator of fresh thinking

and ideas for development. The NITI Aayog is observing

to employ an expert in the governance and public service

delivery sector who can take the responsibility of

designing, management and implementation of policy

initiatives, ingenious projects and partnerships concerned

with the subject-based field of governance and public

service delivery. Some of these responsibilities are:

reforms in public administration, enhancing of

administrative efficiency in government programmes,

facilitating centre-state and inter-ministerial cooperation

for good governance and formation of the best practices

depot to promote the developmental agenda as per the

principles of ‘Minimum Government and Maximum

Governance’. Hence, the NITI Aayog may develop the

knowledge and innovation through the cooperation of

experts, practitioners and other partners for becoming

promoter and convener of governance practices with the

aim of enhancing the public service delivery at central

level. Besides, the State Governments play an equal role

through NITI Aayog for the development of country, and

so the NITI Aayog acts for the principle of cooperative

federalism. As pointed out earlier, therefore, the NITI

Aayog as a ‘think tank institution’ of India is not only a

hub of the knowledge but it also works for good

governance. Thus, this is a big platform to detect and

execute all governmental policies by bringing together

various ministries of the Central and State Governments

of India (NITI Aayog, 2019; NITI Aayog Annual Report,

2017 & 2020; Pandey and Shukla, 2022 a, b & c;

www.nitiaayog.com, 2022).

Research Question and Hypothesis in NITI Aayog

and Public Policy:

In the study of NITI Aayog and public policy, the

‘research question’ and ‘hypothesis’ are the two chief

requirements. ‘Research question’ is the most important

part of the research study which consists of the thesis /

project proposal and Guides / Advisor / Supervisor. A

research question requires less preparation but mind make

up for this, as well as its research designing are

complicated. For example, the researcher using a

hypothesis will have to study much more about NITI

Aayog and public policy, and to gather information about

how much public has been benefited from these before

writing the hypothesis (Chakrabarty and Chand, 2016;

Dye, 2017).

According to these authors, ‘Hypothesis’ is defined

as an educated assumption or guess. On the other hand,

hypothesis is a declaration that may be either proved or

disproved. Therefore, hypothesis is involved as a part of

the scientific research. It is used in the research study of

different subjects, viz., Mathematics; Basic Sciences;

Medical, Veterinary and Agricultural Sciences;

Engineering and Technology; Social Sciences; Arts and

Humanities disciplines; Management; and other

disciplines. However, the ‘research question’ is

wondering or inquiring of researcher about the world.

This is a part of examining research methods, and is used

in various research disciplines as used for the hypothesis.

The ‘examining (or searching / heuristic) research’ is

performed on the basis of self research and experience,

in which researchers apply the observations to learn about

the research materials / documents. Besides, a research

question can be converted into a hypothesis by changing

it into a declaration or statement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Public Policy is Value Dependent:

According to the citation of Chakrabarty and Chand
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(2016), Dye (2017) and Pandey and Shukla (2022 a, b &

c), the public policy has been referred to as a ‘directional

means seeking to fulfil ideology driven aims which

are usually conceived out of a dialectical interaction

between the Governments and governed’. It has been

observed that in the formation of public policy, two

executors are involved: (a) Government that has certain

ideological goals for the benefit of public; (b) Political

leaders that have the power of State working ideologically

in a manner in which the role of stakeholders or

‘governed’ is uniformly essential. Hence, the public policy

is a ‘value dependent’ appliance.

The results of the study may be correlated with the

reports of various workers (Birkland, 2011; Chakrabarty

and Chand, 2016; Dye, 2017; Pandey and Shukla, 2022b;

Wheelan, 2011), and it can be concluded that public policy

is ‘morally guided’ (ethics driven) and its nature is

unplanned in the present socio-economic and political

environments. Thus, the policies are evaluated on the

basis of their particular historical situations. Furthermore,

public policy has ‘inner logic from the political ideology

which the machinery of Government is expected to

translate into social reality’. The strong idea behind

this ‘hypothetical idea’ is that the policy makers and

decision makers may not be uniform to the values put in

specific political manner. On the other hand, these values

are prime factors of ‘policy making’. In policy making,

both Government and stakeholders are logically involved

to formulate such policies which are socially relevant,

politically useful and economically cost-beneficial.

Research Question Findings:

The findings of the study suggest that the Research

Scholar or Principal Investigator (PI) together with Guide

or Co-Principal Investigator (CoPI) must contribute more

‘time’ for researching, conceiving and forming every

word (or sentence) of research question. Hence, as

explained by Chakrabarty and Chand (2016) and Dye

(2017), ‘time’ is very important factor in writing of a strong

‘research question’. To achieve this goal, attention on

the research topic should be drawn, and what about its

matters and liveliness, self listening and formulation of

own questions with own interests are considered. So,

much more time is required in research study and writing

of results. Further, what the people, scholars, experts or

scientists have said about the research topic, how the

research methodology has been designed, and what gaps

or difference of opinions have come up, all these should

be taken into account in research question. Thereafter,

drafting of research question should be started. In fact,

the research question can be considered for study on the

ground that this is a strong, relevant, proper, aim-based

and researchable topic. It has been further suggested

that during handling of a research question, the researcher

has to think about how to enlarge the question if its

objectives, importance or scope is not extensive, or if the

research question is unanswerable.

The reports of these workers further correspond

with the findings of present study. Regarding NITI Aayog

and public policy, it has been suggested that the evolution

of research question and hypothesis (or objective) is a

necessary step to obtain pertinent results. A specific and

well-defined research question may guide to take

decisions about design, methodology and population,

followed with the relevant data collection and their

analysis. To enhance more knowledge and experience

of a concerned subject, many methods or ways have

been directed. The suitable methods can be- the

systematic searching of literature or related documents;

taking exhaustive interviews with target groups and victim

(and intermediary) person, and also having interviews by

subject experts. Apart from these, knowledge of recent

topics, and advances in methods and technology may help

in expansion of research questions. To increase the

knowledge which has been gained earlier on a particular

topic, it is essential to know the latest knowledge of that

subject / topic. Moreover, a good research question must

specify about the interested population, scientific society

and population efficiency, showing applicability and more

recent knowledge of concerned subject.

It has been further observed that the research

question and hypothesis are dependent on the objectives

of research study / research problem, as narrated by

Chakrabarty and Chand (2016) and Dye (2017).

‘Research problem’ is a wide phrase which can be

highlighted by a research study. The research problem

or proposal indicates about any difficulty, doubt or related

issues in theory or practice, which needs investigation

and significant thoughts. The ‘research objectives’ very

clearly direct a researcher to achieve the aims by

conducting research work. The objectives are specific

actions which are fulfilled by doing too much specific

and methodological research that would serve as

milestones and would be helpful for a new invention.

Therefore, a research question has ‘specific concern’

which would be answered on the basis of results of
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research.

The study further suggests, as evidenced by

Chakrabarty and Chand (2016) and Dye (2017) again,

that when the research problem is minimized to a particular

idea which directs towards achievable process to study

or determine that specific research problem, then the

research question is accomplished. Thus to prepare

research questions having with certain objectives, the

perfect and clear idea is needed. The research questions,

therefore, are based on the research problems and

research objectives. Extensive knowledge about research

topic can be gained through a large number of questions.

So, it is necessary to ask whether these questions can be

answered in one study, or some more studies are required

to answer. The supplementary research questions can

also be evolved, but many basic theories should be

examined. Besides, all questions whether primary or

secondary, should be advanced at the beginning and

planning stages of research study. The study also indicates

that extra questions should never be negotiated with the

primary question, because designing of hypothesis and

objectives can only be possible through primary research

question. However, it must be understood that by putting

several research questions within the sphere and scope

of one study, would affect the potentiality of research

and perhaps may aggravate the complications within both

the research design and statistical analysis of research

work. The study, therefore, suggests that only single

primary research question should be focused on the

research study, so that the best research output can be

achieved. Finally, the primary research question should

be clearly mentioned at the end of the ‘Introduction’.

Hypothesis Findings:

The study suggests that when the researcher is not

interested to observe the correlation among factors

(variables), or if the researcher has less knowledge about

topic so as to develop a ‘hypothesis’, then a research

objective or research question can be substituted for a

hypothesis. In this context, some guidelines have been

pointed out for writing of a good research objective

(Chakrabarty and Chand, 2016; Dye, 2017). These

include: (1) Research question or objective should be very

specific and concise; (2) As per the need and choice, a

research objective may also be named as a research

question; (3) Research objective should be written instead

of a hypothesis, when the aim of a research is to describe

group(s) without describing correlation among variables;

(4) When so many related aims are to be written, then

they should be shown in a lettered or numbered list; and

(5) In a research report, the research question or research

objective should be written historically or chronically from

the earliest to the latest one.

The above cited authors have further elucidated that

in some research studies, a researcher can write several

hypotheses which exhibit many prospects of research

questions. Of course, hypothesis is the prediction or

assumption (guess) about research study; however, a

hypothesis is not just a prediction, but it should be based

on the current doctrine and knowledge. This should also

be evaluated, meaning that it should be either accepted

or rejected on the basis of scientific research

methodology, e.g. experiment, observation and statistical

analysis of data. Further, the hypothesis has a relationship

between two or more variables (factors), and an

independent factor may be a control or change, while a

dependent variable may be the observation (test). Thus,

a research hypothesis is a predictive declaration about

probable outcomes of research. It directs, therefore, that

a transparent idea about ‘research problem’ and

‘research objective’ must be kept in mind to predict the

outcomes, since the research hypothesis is dependent on

the research problem and research objective. In this

concern, it has also been explored out that hypothesis in

some disciplines is referred as a ‘thesis statement’, and

the ‘theorized’, ‘proposed’ and ‘posited’ words are used

in place of ‘hypothesized’. It has been further indicated

that hypothesis should have two or more disciplines, one

of which should be Law. This is essential, because a

research paper is interdisciplinary and an expression of

interdisciplinary process. Finally, the hypothesis through

research findings has to be ‘proved’, thus the hypothesis

is a process of research study for greater understanding

or conclusion; and it is not a ‘exact proof’ as obtained in

Mathematics or Law.

The results of the study may be further discussed

concomitantly with the reports of Chakrabarty and Chand

(2016) and Dye (2017). Hence as observed, the

hypothesis put forwards a research question and demands

an expected result. It is an essential part of research

which forms the basis of experiment. Thus, the

researcher should be very careful and thorough during

the structure of hypothesis, because any deficiency or

mistake may cause adverse effects on the experiment.

Since the research question and hypothesis are devices

applied likewise in different research methods, so both
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of these are written before doing the experiment, and

are adopted to help in research study. Further, hypothesis

has been reported to be used in discoverable research

study in which researcher uses the reasoning or argument

and results either to prove or invalidate the expectations.

It has also come in the observation that research question

is always written as question mark (?), while the

hypothesis is written as declaration or statement preceded

with the words- ‘I predict’. For example, a research

question should be written like this: ‘What is the role of

public policy in the outcomes of NITI Aayog?’; and a

hypothesis should be written like this: ‘I predict that NITI

Aayog will improve the status and livelihood of the

people of India’.

With regard to the writing of hypothesis, it has been

suggested (Chakrabarty and Chand, 2016; Dye, 2017),

as this study also approves that writing of a hypothesis

should start with a research question considered in

research. This question must be focused, specific and

researchable. The primary (starting) answer of question

should contain those matters which have already been

investigated (i.e. ‘Review of Literature’) for the

concerned topic. An abstract should be written to know

about those variables which would be studied, and the

researcher should have some knowledge that what has

to be investigated now. The primary answer should be

written clearly with concise. Although there are different

processes of constructing a hypothesis, but all used terms

should have clear meaning and the hypothesis should have

concerned variables within a specific group of experiment.

To recognize a particular variable, a simple indicator or

marking on it may be written. In this marking, the first

line of sentence should exhibit the independent variable,

while the second line should show the dependent variable.

Furthermore, in the research study involving statistical

hypothesis testing, the ‘null hypothesis’ (H
0
) should be

written. Null hypothesis is the ‘default position where

there is no association between the variables’.

However, instead of H
0
 written for null hypothesis,

another hypothesis should be written as H
1
 or H

a
. A

‘testable hypothesis’ is not a simple announcement, but

it may be a complicated that needs a fair ‘Introduction’

with its motives and probable results. It is further

suggested that before writing a hypothesis, a researcher

must know about the findings of other researchers on

similar or related topics. In ‘Conclusion’ part, the

researcher should write whether the hypothesis was

‘correct’ or ‘wrong’, or has been ‘proved’ or ‘disproved’,

followed with the justification of results of research study.

Besides, the researcher who uses only a research

question should write the answer of the concerned

question, followed with the results of research study.
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